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Challenges
Dispatchers always need to have a
streamlined form of communication
with their drivers, while also maintaining an overview as an “eye in the
sky” for where the drivers need to
go. This can be challenging when
you must go back and forth
between multiple applications. At
the end of the day when you must
extract driving reports, well, there’s
another application for that.

Unifying Drivers and Dispatchers
under one solution
Team on the run offers Limousine services ﬂexibility
by addressing all the problems faced by offering an
all-in-one solution. By using one application instead of
3, team on the run saves limo services on devices
(cost), time, and efficiency – all digital – all in one
place.

Key Features
• Dispatch Management
• One-click PTT
• Breadcrumb trail Reporting
• PTT Call blast
• Unlimited Channels
• Vehicle Inspection forms

PTT Cal Blast

Digital Forms

Carrier Agnostic

One of the problems faced by limousine
services is drivers only have 1 dispatcher
to reach back to when a problem or
question arises. PTT Call Blast allows
drivers to PTT all available dispatchers,
whomever answers ﬁrst is instantly
connected to the call to assist the driver
with ease.

With My Business, we have found a way
to eliminate the clutter of paper forms
that drivers must ﬁll out for trips or
vehicle inspect forms that are due at the
end of the day. By digitizing these
workﬂows we allow greater ﬂexibility
day-to-day with just a few clicks in the
team on the run application, drivers can
instantly send passenger or vehicle
information to management seamlessly.

Team on the run is a fully functional
software suite available on both Android
and iOS and available on all carriers. This
allows for ﬂexibility between drivers and
dispatchers of any type of employment,
from a contractor to a part-time
employee, you can keep your entire app
in sync.

